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There’s Good News, and Bad News 
Parshas Bechukosai 
By Rabbi Yissocher Frand  

Good News in the Middle of the Tochacha 
There is a very long and interesting Ramban in this week’s parsha, which 

attempts to demonstrate that all the terrible things in the Tochacha (those 

things that the Torah predicts will occur if we do not keep the mitzvos), did 

indeed happen. 

For instance, the Ramban says that the pasuk [verse] “G-d will return you to 

Egypt in boats” refers to the days of Titus when the Jews were loaded onto 
boats and shipped as slaves to Egypt. The Ramban brings many different 

examples… “The King which you will appoint over yourself…” refers to 

Agrippa; the pasuk hints to the fact that he was not worthy of being a King. 

Finally, the Ramban says that the pasuk [26:32] “I will make desolate the 

Land, and your enemies who dwell upon it will be desolate” (V’shamemu 

aleha oyeveichem hayoshvim bah) is not a curse, but rather is a blessing. It is 

a bit of “good news” in the middle of the bad: the pasuk tells us that our Holy 

Land will not accept our enemies upon it. The Ramban says that this is a 
great proof of the Divine Hand in action. “For there cannot be found 

throughout the world a land that had been so good and fertile (which now 

became so desolate and inhospitable)”. 

If you want to be a Believer, says the Ramban, all you need to do is look 

at Eretz Yisroel. Look what happened there for 2000 years when Romans, 

Arabs, Turks and the British was occupied it. 

It had previously been a beautiful and fertile land, but under foreign 

dominion, it became the most desolate of lands. The Torah assures us that 
from the day we left Eretz Yisroel the land would not accept any other nation 

or populace. They all tried to settle it, but were not successful. 

This is the meaning of what the Torah says, “Your enemies will be desolate 

upon it”. No nation will ever be successful at inhabiting Eretz Yisroel, 

except Klal Yisroel [The Jewish Nation]. 

What would happen if the Indians came to the Federal Government and said, 

“We made a silly mistake 200 years ago. We sold Manhattan Island to you at 
a rock bottom price — $24. We realize that you’re entitled to a profit, so 

we’ll give you $48 for Manhattan”? Or even if they would offer 48 million 

dollars! Or 48 billion dollars! Guess what? There would be no sale. What has 
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happened to Manhattan Island in those 200 years? Considering its value now, 

there is no way the Government would ever give it back. 

Imagine if other nations had been successful in making Eretz 

Yisroel profitable. Imagine if in 1948, it was a beautiful and productive land. 
Would they have consented to returning it to the Jewish People? However, as 

the Ramban says, they were not able to develop the land. In 1948, when we 

came to ask, “Can we have the land back?” those in power may have thought, 

“Do you mean that strip of land that’s hard like iron, in which nothing grows? 

Are you talking about that worthless strip of land in the middle of the desert? 

Good Luck with it!” This is Divine Providence, as promised by the Torah in 

this week’s parsha. 

I have always wondered – if one examines the Middle East — Saudi Arabia 
has oil, Qatar, Iraq, Yemen all have oil, every country has oil. Even Egypt 

has oil. How is it that from our Holy Land, the choicest of all lands, we 

cannot squeeze a drop of oil (at least until very recent discoveries)? Is this 

“the Eyes of the L-rd are upon it from the start of the year to its end?” 

However, what would have been in 1948, if the British were sitting on a 

Saudi Arabia? What would have been if they were sitting on a Kuwait? 

Obviously, they would not have been so eager to give black gold to the Jews. 

This is part of “Your enemies will be desolate upon it.” 
The upshot of all of this is that if we seek a lesson in Emunah [Belief (in G-

d)], if one is unimpressed with all the other miracles and wonders that G-d 

has performed… Just look at this Ramban, just look at this pasuk, just look at 

that Land. If our eyes are open, we will see the Hand of G-d and His Divine 

Providence upon us and upon all the Jewish people. 

 

Rains of Blessing: Getting the Most When 

the Farmer can do the Least 
Parshas Bechukosai 
Rabbi Yissocher Frand  

The pasuk [verse] says, “I will give you your rains in their proper time” 

[Vayikra 26:4]. Rash”i explains the term “proper time” to mean Friday night 

(leilei Shabbosos). We can then sit cozily in our houses and say “let it rain”. 

Today’s modern society considers a rainy weekend to be a minor calamity. 

“There goes the barbecue, there goes the sailing trip. Nebach, we have to go 
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rent a video.” That is terrible! However, the Torah teaches that such rains are 

a blessing. On Friday night it can pour. We are safe in our homes. 

The Beis Av points out a deeper insight into this idea. In an agrarian 

economy, the farmer can work six days a week, putting in backbreaking 
hours sowing, fertilizing, plowing, and harvesting. However, all of the 

farmer’s effort will be for naught if he does not have one thing — rain. 

Without rain, the farmer is powerless. 

When rain falls on the very day when the farmer does absolutely nothing 

(Friday night – the Shabbos), the farmer is sent a precious message. That 

which the farmer needs the most, he receives on the very day when he can do 

the very least. This is the lesson. Ultimately, the farmer needs to depend on 

G-d, not on himself. 
 

A Time For Faith and A Time For Heresy 
I would like to share one final insight. It is true that in the area of earning 

one’s living, we must rely on faith (bitachon). However, we should never 

forget that this is a concept that we must apply to ourselves, but never to 

others. 
I heard a comment in the name of the Brisker Rav. It is hard for me to believe 

the Brisker Rav said it, but we would in fact need a Brisker Rav to say such a 

thing. Every attribute, no matter how bad, has its place in the world — even 

anger, haughtiness, jealousy, and argumentativeness. These are generally bad 

attributes, but there are times when one needs to become angry. There are 

times when it is appropriate to stand up for one’s honor. There is even a time 

when it is right to make a machlokes – an argument. 

There is another bad attribute called ‘kefirah’, heresy. A person who knows 
Torah, but rejects G-d — a ‘kofer’ — possesses such an attribute. Where is 

the proper place for this attribute of ‘kefirah’? The Brisker Rav explains, 

“When your friend needs a favor, that’s when you should be a ‘kofer'”. 

In other words, when someone else has a problem, do not have the attitude 

that G-d will take care of him, G-d will find him a job, G-d will give him the 

loan. At such times, the Brisker Rav says, a person should “not believe” in G-

d. A person should feel that G-d will not take care of him. Rather, a person 
must take the responsibility upon himself. That is no time for faith. It is a 

time for rolling up one’s sleeves. 

I do not need to tell you about the “workplace”. I do not need to tell you that 

it is too often “not what you know, but who you know”. I do not need to tell 
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you about how many jobs are found through “connections”. When it comes 

to your livelihood, you must be a believer. However, when it comes to 

someone else’s livelihood, you must be an activist. In the words of the 

Brisker Rav, that is the appropriate situation for all of us to apply the attribute 
of ‘kefirah’. 

 

Why are the forefathers (Avos) 

mentioned in the wrong order? 
Written by Benjamin Rose 
 

“I will remember My covenant with Yaakov and also My covenant 

with Yitzchak, and also My covenant with Avraham will I 

remember; and I will remember the land” (VaYikra 26:42). 

An interesting question regarding the above verse is why are the 

forefathers listed in reverse order: Yaakov, Yitzchak and Avraham? 

Earlier in the Torah (Shemot 32:13) we read about Moshe’s prayer to 

God after the Israelites had sinned with the golden calf: “Remember 

Avraham, Yitzchak and Yisrael (Yaakov) Your servants with whom You 

made an oath … “. Rashi comments: “If the Israelites deserve to be 

burned, remember Avraham who gave himself to be burned for You in 

Ur (the fire of) Casdim [Bereishit 11:28; if they merit death by the sword, 

remember Yitzchak who stretched forth his neck at the Akeidah 

(Binding of Isaac) [Bereishit 22:9]; and if the Israelites deserve to be 

exiled, then remember Yaakov who was exiled to CHaran [Bereishit 

27:43]”. 

Rabbi Simchah HaKohen Rapoport uses this interpretation of Rashi to 

explain that since exile is the lightest of these three punishments and 

death by burning the most severe, our verse in BeCHukotai begins with 

Yaakov and ends with Avraham. The meaning is therefore: If the Jewish 

People deserve the punishment of exile, then “I will remember My 

covenant with Yaakov”; but if God deems the Jewish People worthy of 

the more severe penalty of death by the sword, then “also My covenant 
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with Yitzchak”; and if death by burning is appropriate, then “also My 

covenant with Avraham will I remember”. 

Why the hekdesh values after the 

curses?  
Written by Anonymous 

Bechukosai basically has two parts to it: the blessings and curses, and then 

the portion dealing with worths and values that someone gives to the 

mikdash. For example, should someone promise to donate the value of 

himself to the mikdash, the Torah tells us exactly how much to give. What do 

the curses have to do with this latter mikdash section? One answer is that 

when someone sees all the curses that can befall a man, they might get 

depressed and not value themselves; especially if they are going through 

these tough times themselves. So the portion of the ‘values for the mikdash’ 

comes to teach us that each person has a value and self-worth, and we should 

appreciate that. 

that’s a funny reward?! 
Written by Anonymous 

The reward for mitzvos is mentioned in our sedra. And instead of mentioning 

olam haba or the reward being HaShem giving us more opportunities to do 

more mitzvos, the reward is….rain and good crops. If we are supposed to be 

in this world for spiritual endeavors why are our rewards physical luxuries? 

Here are 2 answers… 

1) The reward here means that if we take care of doing mitzvos, HaShem 

promises that He will take care of our material needs, so we will have more 

time to do mitzvos. [Rambam teshuva 9;1] 2) The physical world mirrors the 

spiritual world (especially in Eretz Yisrael). Thus, when HaShem tells us that 

if we do mitzvos we will have rain in good time, it means that everything is 

fine and dandy in our account in shamayim too. [Heard by a visiting yeshiva 

rebbe] (Olam Haba not being mentioned is a separate issue and has many 
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answers; one of which is that HaShem omits mentioning olam haba in the 

Torah so we do not do mitzvos for the reward; we do it for they are the 

absolute truth.) 

Humor 

Q: How many Google employees does it take to light a bonfire? 

A: Five. One to the light the match and 4 to design the home-page 
graphics 

--- 

 
Q. What do you call the a baby potato on Lag B’Omer 

A: Small fry. 

--- 

 
Just in time for Lag B’Omer, Intel Israel announces its greatest 
invention to date. Hailed as the fastest and best microprocessor of all 
times – the potato chip. 

--- 

 
Lag B’omer is for pyromaniacs who weren’t satisfied with Hanukkah. 
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